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Today’s Overview

1. Strategic Planning
2. ASHA Grant
3. Legislative Eblast

Strategic Planning

❖ A vision and mission statement
❖ Long term goals and objectives
❖ Strategies to achieve the goals and
❖ Objectives and action plans for implementation.
❖ ASHA Staff Support
❖ Preliminary work: Vision & Mission statement worksheet and Evaluation form

Strategic Planning

❖ State Association leaders
❖ Student representative is an asset
❖ Time frame: evening and full day for Illinois’ Strategic Planning
❖ Post: ASHA staff submitted plan and EB reviewed and ‘cleaned up’ some language. Helpful to keep balance of goal focus and ability to grow in your goals and strategies
ASHA Grant

- ISHA Webinar: Supervising SLPAs in Illinois
- Describes the roles, duties and licensure requirements of SLPAs in all settings
- Offered for 4.5 CEUs
- Developed under the direction of Brenda Wilson, Ph.D from EIU, Past ISHA President

Legislative Eblast

- Save Illinois Early Intervention
- ASHA Eblast is easy!!
- Involve ASHA members in your state that may not be members of your State Association
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